Temperature dependence and phase transition of proton relaxation of hydrated collagen in intact beef tendon specimens via cross-relaxation spectroscopy.
The role of water of hydration in proton relaxation in tissues as exemplified by hydrated collagen in beef tendon was studied as a function of temperature from -40 degrees to 37 degrees C by using cross-relaxation spectroscopy. Experimental data were fitted to a simple binary spin-bath model. The outcome of this procedure allows the construction of a semi-quantitative depiction of proton relaxation in a heterogeneous system and its change as one of the water fractions freezes at about -10 to -20 degrees C, a transition observed by NMR and confirmed independently by differential scanning calorimetry. Such physical depiction provides a crude but insightful interpretation of the role "bound" water plays in proton relaxation. This may be important in shedding light on the mechanism of tissue relaxation and its role in MRI diagnosis, particularly for those diseases such as liver cirrhosis where the water-macromolecular interaction plays a prominent role.